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ABSTRACT
In this work, we outline the submissions of Dublin City
University (DCU) team, the organisers, to the NTCIR-13
Lifelog-2 Task. We submitted runs to the Lifelog Semantics
Access (LSAT) and the Lifelog Insight (LIT) sub-tasks.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the advance of technologies, wearable devices
and quantified-self applications [14] are becoming more popular in the recent years. Every moment and aspect of our
lives can now can be easily stored into personal live archives,
often called lifelogs [11]. Such lifelogs can capture a detailed
trace of human activities [6, 16], from meeting friends to
consuming foods [1], and are increasingly interesting for the
research community for ethnographic [15] and memory studies [12, 2, 8], as well as companies. Discover insights from
personal data is a trend now. Collecting and storing such
kind of data for research, however, is non-trivial with many
challenges from privacy and other concerns [5]. Moreover,
getting insights from the collected data and finding new information by connecting different types of data requires a
significant investment of effort in analysing, categorising and
accessing these huge volumes of data in an efficient manner.
This is, as of yet an unsolved challenge, and consequently
several benchmarking campaigns and workshops have been
organised in recent years, such as the NTCIR-13 - Lifelog 2
task [10], the ImageCLEF2017lifelog [4] in 2017, and the
LTA workshops [9] in recent years, to offer forums, common
data, and tasks for researchers to study.
In this paper, we report on the DCU activities for the latest such benchmarking exercise, the NTCIR-13 - Lifelog 2
task [10] which aims to advance the state-of-the-art research
in lifelogging as an application of information retrieval. In
this paper, we present our approaches to tackle the Lifelog
Semantics Access (LSAT) and Lifelog Insight (LIT) subtasks

at NTCIR-13 - Lifelog 2 task. The first subtask, LSAT, aims
at solving the retrieval problems by asking participants to
retrieve a number of specific moments in a lifelogger’s life.
Moments are defined as semantic events, or activities that
happened throughout the day. The second subtask, LIT,
is aiming at exploring access methods that provide insights
into the lifelogger’s life, across a certain number of named
dimensions. It follows the idea of the Quantified Self movement that focuses on the visualization of knowledge mined
from self-tracking data to provide “self-knowledge through
numbers”. Participants are requested to generate new types
of visualisations and insights about the life of the lifeloggers
by generating a themed diary or themed insights related to
some target topics.
For LSAT, we report on the baseline retrieval method proposed in [17], which (as task organisers) we made available
for all participants to use. This baseline search engine provided retrieval facilities over the lifelog dataset for the LSAT
subtask and it indexed all available metadata provided with
the test collection. The aim of the baseline search engine was
to provide a point of comparison for other participants, and
to lower the barriers-to-entry for new participating teams by
providing basic search functionality via an API. The basic
idea is to turn all metadata into feature vectors and then
index those features for the retrieval. To address the LIT
subtask, we create a matrix of concepts related to the theme
of the selected topics and formulate them into a batch filter
query which would be run in real-time when prompted by
the user. After the batch filter query is performed, the user
is presented with a virtual wall of images which correspond
to the chosen topic. This wall can be scrolled, navigated and
resized in any of the four virtual reality interaction methodologies, which will be outlined later in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, first
we present our work on the LSAT subtask. This is followed
by a detailed description of our approach on the LIT subtask. Finally, we draw some conclusions and future work.

2.

LSAT SEARCH ENGINE

The main idea behind this baseline search engine is first to
provide a starting point for researchers in the area, as well as
a documented system for comparative analysis. The baseline
search engine extracted textual from the raw data for higher
level analysis. Then, it indexes all the extracted features
and hierarchically organises them which allow queries to be
processed via an API/interface.
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Figure 1: The baseline search engine architecture

2.1

Search Engine Architecture

Figure 1 summarises how we designed the baseline search
engine system [17], as follows: from the provided raw data,
we extract locations, visual concepts, time, and activities
and transformed this raw data into indexable feature vectors. These feature vectors are then indexed and hierarchically organized. Finally, a user or other system can define a
faceted query and retrieve ranked moments via the interface.
The basic architecture is shown in Figure 1.

2.2

To refine the results, i.e., to increase the precision of the
top retrieved images, we use a hierarchical agglomerative
clustering algorithm (see [3]) to group similar images into
the same cluster based on all of their features. The clusters
are then sorted based on the number of images, in decreasing rank order. Finally, we produce the retrieval by selecting
representative images from the clusters by choosing the images closest to the center of each cluster.

2.4

Researcher

Data Organisation and Retrieval Process

To organise and index the data, we follow the study in [17]
by arranging features as chronological order, and use the
minute as the basic units. Building up from these basic
units, we organize the data at higher level which can be
turned into more useful information, the minutes are hierarchically grouped into event nodes (typically, in a full day, a
person encounters anything upwards of 20 individual events,
with each lasting (on average) 30 minutes [7, 13]), then ultimately leading to larger units such as days and multi-day
events (e.g. holidays).
The retrieval is then simply done by ranking moments (in
this task, images) that matched with the queried criteria.
The challenge here is how to turn a query into specific criteria. It can be automatically done by considering any word
in the topic as the queried concepts and then searching for
all images that contain those concepts or by fine-tunning the
query manually by a human (in the loop), i.e., the researcher
(we) will read the topic and “translate” it into the search criteria. For this task, we applied both methods and the results
will be reported in the result section. For example, with the
query:
"Find the moments when I was outside at sunset."
we follow the study in [18] and “translate” that query into
specific required pieces of information, as follows:
• User = {u1},
• Concepts = {sunset},
• Activity = {walking, standing},
• time = {17:00 - 19:00}
• Location = {outside}

Ranking

Results

We applied the baseline search engine to this task in two
submissions: the first one is a fully automatic approach by
taking all words in the query as the searching criteria. In
the second submission, we manually “translate” the topic
into criteria.
With automatic method, the official result is obtained at
0.098. With the human-in-the-loop method in the second
submission, we got a score of 0.329. Some examples of this
submission can be seen in Figure 2.
Looking into details, the precision and recall at cut-off
point at 10 we got are 0.48 and 0.11, respectively. At some
topic, the results reaching the “golden results”, i.e., the score
at the ground-truth, for example at topic LSAT003 ("Find
the moment when I was visiting a castle at night") we
got 1.00 and 0.92 for precision and recall, respectively, while
at some topics, for example LSAT019 ("Find the moment
when I was painting the walls at home"), the results were
all zeros at cut-off point at 10. It shown that further searches
are required to improve the retrieval on this kind of data.
We also built and made this baseline search engine open
access at: http://search-lifelog.computing.dcu.ie, which
are now serving as the basic tool for other participants at
NTCIR-13 - Lifelog 2 task.

3.

LIT: VIRTUAL REALITY LIFELOG EXPLORATION

One of the rarely considered research challenges in lifelogging is how to support user access from non-standard devices. For the LIT task, rather than developing a suite of
themed diaries, we developed a lifelog interrogation tool that
operated in a Virtual Reality (VR) environment. It is our
conjecture that the multidimensional nature of VR systems
presents opportunities for effective visual lifelog exploration,
due to the nature of lifelog datasets which often contain multivariate data often requiring temporal alignment from many
heterogeneous sources. The virtual reality lifelog exploration
prototype developed for the LIT subtask was created using
the Unity game engine, SteamVR and the HTC Vive. The
prototype provides the user with four topic labels, matching
four of the five LIT subtask themes (Diet, Social, Exercise,
Location).
Additionally, there were four different types of interaction
method provided to the user, that were inspired by the most
prevalent mechanisms observed in the industry at the time
of development (in mid-late 2017).
The first and most commonly observed interaction type is
via a point and click style interface, similar to how one might
interact with a television using a remote control. In our
implementation for the LIT subtask, the user simply points
their Vive controller at an element of interest and a beam
will appear which enables them to interact with that element

(a) 20160917 Inside a car Sunset

(b) 20160917 Outside Sunset

(c) 20160825 Outside Sunset

(d) 20160913 Outside Sunset

(e) 20161005 Inside a car Sunset

(f) 20160905 Home Lamplight

(g) 20160922 Outside Sunset

(h) 20160823 Outside Sunset

(i)20161011 Outside Sunset

Figure 2: Examples of the results retrieved by the proposed baseline search engine for the query “Find the
moment when I was outside at sunset.” According to this result, (a) and (f ) are non-relevant while the other
seven images are relevant.
(see Figure 3) and to select which topic label is of interest.
In this approach, the menu elements are presented upright
and parallel to the user. The advantage of this approach is
that it is intuitive for the average user but the disadvantage
is the menu elements must appear in front of the user and
can obscure other content in the virtual environment.
The second interaction type works similarly to the first
approach, in that it works via a point and click interface
using a beam, but differs in that the menu elements being
interacted with are presented horizontally on the floor at
the user’s feet. This approach enables the menu to exist
without obscuring other content in the virtual environment
but is not as intuitive to the average user.
The third interaction approach involves attaching a drumstickstyle object to the top of one Vive controller then attaching
the target menu to the opposing Vive controller. The user
then interacts with the menu elements by tapping the drumstick tip against what they want to interact with, as an artist
uses an artist’s easel to select paint.

The fourth and final interaction approach relies on adding
the drumstick-style objects to both controllers instead of
just one. Then the menu elements are presented in front of
the user and tiled at a slight angle, similar to an elevated
keyboard or desk. The user may then interact with any desired menu elements by tapping on it with either controller’s
drumstick.
To address the topics outlined in the lifelog insight task
within the virtual environment, we created a matrix of concepts related to the theme of the selected topic. For example, to explore the topic of ‘diet’, we combined concept
terms such as ‘food’, ‘drink’, ‘eating’, ‘coffee’, etc. and formulated them into a batch filter query which would be run in
real-time when prompted by the user. After the batch filter
query is performed, the user is presented with a virtual wall
of temporally organised lifelog images which correspond to
the chosen topic (see Figure 4). This wall can be scrolled,
navigated and browsed using any of the four virtual reality interaction methodologies outlined above. In addition

Figure 4: Memory Wall
Figure 3: Selection Menu
to this, any image can be selected to observe its metadata
via a virtual overlay. It is our proposal that such a system
can immediately give a user a visual representation of their
activities and that it can act as a VR-based visual diary to
provide the user with a high-level overview of their past activities, while at the same time, allowing them to retrieve
lower-level details from any image/moment of interest.

4.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The potential for personal life archives is enormous. We
firmly believe that personal data research will be the future
and exploiting the personal life archives will positively impact on everyone who uses the technology. In this paper,
we introduced methods for retrieving basic moments from
the lifelog data in a reliable and efficient manner by exploiting the baseline search engine. We also addressed different
way of interactions using VR which allow lifelogger gain insights from their lifelogs. In the future work, we plan to
enrich, and extend the search engine with more agile and
advanced solutions, aiming at giving better information for
higher level of insight and query engines. These results will
also be served as the input for further analysis, which allows
lifeloggers discover insights from their life by using the novel
VR interactions.
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